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Inspiring vibrant and resilient communities
Dudley CVS is continually
thinking differently about how
to bring residents, businesses
and partners together in
activities and initiatives that
benefit communities across
Dudley borough. This year, team
members have brought people
together to try new things that
breathe life into our local
economy, encouraging
statutory partners to listen to
and work with local people.
We have mobilised volunteers,
activists, businesses and
partners to collaborate in
initiatives that benefit young
people and health and
wellbeing. We have recognised
and rewarded the volunteers
who make a massive difference
in society.
Finally, Dudley CVS staff and
friends in other organisations
have brought community
venues back to life as dynamic
spaces where all sorts of
activities and ideas are born. 
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Collaborating to support children and young people

Dudley CVS staff and partners came together to deliver a CSE
Awareness Campaign in March to coincide with a national awareness
day. Volunteers and Community Champions from businesses, voluntary
organisations and different faith groups spread messages throughout
schools, clubs, online and in 5 towns across the borough where
awareness events were hosted, led jointly by a named member of the
CSE team, Community Champions, volunteers, Dudley CVS staff, local
police and PCSOs.  

Supporting parent-carers

Promoting the voices of
children and young people

Dudley CVS staff have supported
parent-carers to give 250 voluntary
hours collaborating with 20
professionals to improve services for at
least 108 parent-carers across the
borough. 

Raising awareness of child sexual exploitation

The campaign highlighted issues surrounding CSE, encouraging
everyone to think, spot and speak out against abuse and adopt zero 

During the year, Dudley CVS staff
have brought together young people
with partners from children and youth
organisations, Dudley Council, Dudley
Clinical Commissioning Group, West
Midlands Police and West Midlands
Fire Service to improve the ways that
children and young people influence
decisions that affect them. 

Child sexual exploitation (CSE) is recognised nationally as one
of the most important challenges facing agencies today. Raising
awareness in the community is an active and growing area of
policy and practice, this is important as the public are the 'eyes
and ears' in tackling CSE.

This work has highlighted how
consultations with young people can be
disjointed and tokenistic. Participants
have agreed how young people can be
empowered to have their say in
decisions which affect them in ways that
support the UN Convention on the Rights
of the Child. Recommendations will now
be presented to Dudley Children's
Alliance, Improvement Board and
Safeguarding Board.

tolerance of anyone developing inappropriate
relationships with children. In a week, the

campaign reached 20,000 Twitter accounts,
1,409 accessed the blog, 995 engaged in

conversation on high streets across the
borough and 1,088 children and young

people had presentations in school
and youth settings. Dudley's Catholic
schools circulated information to all

parents, arranging further training
for those who wanted more

information. The campaign was
broadcast on Big Centre TV and

Black Country Radio, reaching
even more people.
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Supporting resident-led initiatives
Residents in Coseley have come together to lead a 10 year programme to make a massive and
lasting difference where they live. They have £1million to invest and Dudley CVS has been
supporting them to stimulate new practical, creative, people-led projects based on learning from
innovative activities around the world and from work from Open Hub Wrens Nest. 

The residents formed a Project Investment Team to reach out to individuals
with project ideas. They ran project co-design sessions based on Dudley
CVS’s learning from Open Hub Wrens Nest. Different projects are planned
together and ideas shared. They look at what already exists in Coseley
which can help the project to succeed; many of these are things money
can’t buy like goodwill and relationships. The Project Investment Team
encourages and supports people to test their ideas, moving away from an
all or nothing grants approach. People starting projects are supported to
adapt ideas in response to their learning. It is recognised that the real world
is more complicated than plans on paper, and projects don't develop in
straight lines!
A range of projects have been supported which draw on all sorts of local
skills and talents, from activities with families and children to local
growing. The Project Investment Team has reflected on the success of
the informal collective co-design sessions and how helpful they are for
all involved: "People share experiences and what skills they have." "You
can sit with people and feel how excited and eager they are." "The
discussion stands out - as the session progresses people open up and
grow in confidence."

This year, residents reviewed traditional grant-giving and found some issues
with it, including limits on who might come forward for grants (usually only
people who have set up or joined groups) and activities being entirely
money dependent (often things don’t go ahead unless funding is granted).
Residents also reflected on how a grants process might feel both for
applicants and for members of a local grants panel. They wanted a process
which would encourage and support people and which wasn’t all about
money. They felt that connections and bringing the community together
were more important.

In East Coseley and
Wrens Nest
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people have led
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communities
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Creating spaces for learning, sharing and enjoying
Dudley CVS has a history of working
with partners, communities and
groups to respond to challenges and
grasp opportunities together. In
recent years, Dudley CVS has
supported the local authority to
make facilities, land and buildings
available to local communities,
charities and community enterprises.
By the same token, Dudley CVS has
supported communities, charities
and community enterprises to be in
a better position to take on and
develop these facilities, running
them sustainably for the benefit of
local people. 

In 2015, Dudley CVS took on DY1, then an
empty day centre in Dudley town centre,
and the management of Brierley Hill
Civic Hall. Throughout the year, we have
been developing both venues as
welcoming places where people can
come to meet, learn, share, try new
things and be entertained. Our vision is
that these venues are more than just
buildings to be used by Dudley CVS; they
are for the whole community and their
value is in the people that visit them and
the activities that are nurtured there.

DY1: Building a place where magic happens
In November, DY1 officially opened. It was the culmination of work
to bring the building back into use, an involved asset-transfer
process with Dudley Council and developing relationships with
organisations that might want to use DY1 as their permanent
base. It was also the start of something; since then, DY1 has been
turning into a vibrant place that fosters collaboration, connecting
and learning, thanks to all the people that use the space.
As well as being a base for Dudley CVS projects such as Healthwatch
Dudley, Integrated Plus and PSIAMS, DY1 has become a home for
charities and social enterprises that do great work across Dudley
borough, including:

Lunch on the Run
A charity that provides training and work
experience in catering for people with
learning disabilities. Lunch on the Run
operates DY1's coffee shop and staff
there help to make
visitors feel 
welcome.

Dudley Voices for Choice
A charity that supports people with
learning disabilities and autism to
speak up for themselves.

Dudley Mind
A charity that empowers
anyone experiencing a mental
health problem and that
campaigns to improve
services, raise awareness and
promote understanding.

Citizen Coaching CIC
A social enterprise that
supports people with their
personal development,
coaching and employment
skills.
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As well as providing a permanent base for these organisations and
projects, DY1 has become a preferred place for people to come and
work, start new initiatives, deliver training and seminars and enjoy
themselves. The mix of people and organisations sharing the space
has increased connectivity and collaboration between teams,
residents, partners and other organisations. It has also given CVS
staff the opportunity to provide more outreach support and made
staff more accessible.

Andy Mullaney, Dudley borough's first Business Connector, is one of
the people to have made DY1 feel like home. Here is why he thinks
DY1 is special:

"On any given day there are people popping in and out, ranging
from Dudley CVS employees, various volunteers, people seeking
help, people wanting to get involved in the community, people
who just want a chat and some company and people like me
who need a temporary base within Dudley town centre.

"Magic happens here because things get done and it has
an atmosphere of welcome and 'can do'. You feel as
though you are in the hub of the community and there is a
spirit of togetherness in the air.

"Everyone I speak to says just how inspiring DY1
is and that walking through the front door

suddenly makes you want to be part of
the process to create a better Dudley.

"I hope every town can create an
environment like this where the art

of the possible is not only discussed
but given oxygen, energy and life.

DY1  is a massive part of that for me
as when I seek inspiration, I go to the

place and people who I know will
always deliver."

DY1 and Brierley Hill
Civic Hall in numbers

418 people attended 22
learning and sharing
events organised by

Dudley CVS

800 people came to
charity entertainment
events organised by

Dudley CVS

Bookings of DY1 for
workshops, seminars,

parties and other
activities*

171
* from November 2015-March 2016

86.4% increase in
bookings of Brierley Hill
Civic Hall following the

recruitment of Business
Development Manager in

November 2015



Listening to local people about health, care and wellbeing

Healthwatch Dudley is
independent and local and is
celebrating a third year of
helping thousands of people
from Dudley borough to have
an influential say in health
and care.

Dudley CVS holds the contract
for Healthwatch Dudley which
has a separate independent
decision-making board and
chair who provide leadership
for the staff team.

We are delighted to share that a
two-year extension has recently
been granted by Dudley Council
extending the service into 2018.

Healthwatch Dudley has published
its 2015/16 annual report
showcasing notable highlights, the
difference the award winning
local organisation is making,
together with an outline of
priorities for the next two years.
Find out more at
www.healthwatchdudley.co.uk

During the year the Healthwatch Dudley team has...

produced 6 evidence-
based research reports surveyed 2,231 people

trained 59
new Community
Information Champions

met over 1,500 local people &
promoted Healthwatch at 79
community events

involved 322 people
at 6 People's
Network events

run 25 focus
groups with

407 participants

been helped by 72
volunteers

represented you on 19
influential panels & boards

listened to the personal
experiences of over
5,000 people

spoken to over 3,000
people visiting patients

at Russells Hall Hospital

Stop Press...  Healthwatch Dudley is double award winning
after receiving two Healthwatch England national awards!
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Involving children and young people
In April 2015 Healthwatch Dudley teamed up with Dudley Council’s Youth Service for an exciting
project to listen to the views of children and young people and influence local service delivery.  A
successful bid was made to NHS England, using evidence from a previous successful joint project
and Dudley Youth Health Researchers became a reality!
The project represented the Midlands and East Region and while project activity focused on local young
people, the learning and outcomes were shared with regional Healthwatch and youth empowerment networks
to inspire them to work in similar ways.

Dudley Youth Health Researchers initially involved 27 local young people with a wide range of life, health and
wellbeing experiences including disability, living in care or supported accommodation, being a young carer,
being home educated, having knowledge of life limiting illness or simply being a young person. Most
significantly, group members had a common interest of wanting to make a difference!

The group met regularly during the year and following a residential where they 
discussed their own health and wellbeing experiences, they took to the streets
to listen to the views of others.

Mental health featured heavily in group discussions and young people also
talked about wellbeing and services available to them. 

Group members went on to survey 1,100 other young people in schools,
clubs, focus groups and at the Dudley borough Me Festival led by
Dudley CCG. Their findings will help to influence how mental health
services for young people are provided.

Involvement with the project has created lots of opportunities
for young people, including presenting to a national Partners
in Paediatrics conference and assisting with recruiting a new
Chairperson. 

Learning from the project has so far been shared at a British
Youth Council Conference at Great Ormond Street Hospital
and will inform a new partnership Dudley Health Champions
programme in 2016/17.



Encouraging everyone to participate
Sometimes the answers to our biggest challenges are not in the places you expect. They won’t be found
in the idea of a single person or the activity of a single organisation. It is not as simple as improving
services, although this is of course part of it. The challenges may be complex but the solutions don’t
have to be. To really improve things for everyone we have to find ways to come together and think
about how we can all play an active role in shaping potential solutions to new and existing challenges
we face.
People in our local communities have many resources available to them that have the potential to be used in
different ways to help keep each other well, healthy and cared for. Unlocking these hidden and under-utilised
gifts in our communities helps us to think differently about the challenges we face. Communities have the power to
                          activate, initiate and sustain lasting change.

    Dudley CVS and Healthwatch Dudley ran 7 Activate workshops in 7 weeks. 

   In January 2016 Dudley CVS and Healthwatch Dudley identified an opportunity to develop an    
      activity that would inspire people to think about their communities and support the work of    
         All Together Better. All Together Better is a new partnership between local NHS, the local  
           authority, care organisations, GPs and the voluntary sector in Dudley borough. Partners    
           believe there is a better way to plan and deliver care in Dudley, underpinned by the          
           principles of shared ownership and putting Dudley people at the heart of healthcare

Over 150 people
from 32 local

groups took part...

...becoming co-designers of
over 20 imaginative and

practical collaborative projects

This contributed to
the work of All
Together Better

     Dudley CVS is further developing the Activate Pack in partnership with West
Midlands Police through their Active Citizens work.

   services, with a focus on communities being more engaged in improving wellbeing.                  
  Working with design specialists Spaghetti, we developed a simple process and a pack of          
resources to inspire people and help them gain confidence in some of the thinking and                
   tactics used to connect people’s skills, talents and knowledge with great local spaces and        
       other resources in real life, practical projects. Our work with residents in Wrens Nest              
           and Coseley was invaluable in shaping this.
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Connecting, sharing and learning

"We had a volunteer helping with our Operation Santa toy appeal who said 'you
need to have a blog'. He set it up, and very soon after that he left! He had shown
me the ropes, so I did some work on it and we went live. I quite liked it, we got a
lot of response to it.

Dudley CVS taps into the power of social media in all sorts of ways to support people, inspire
community action and catalyse connections. We have each experienced the fear of taking the
plunge when it comes to social media. Our Volunteer Centre officer, Eileen Fielding soon overcame
this and took to it like a duck to water. This is her story.

"The next person to pester me was one of Operation Santa’s biggest advocates,
Brett from Blaze Hairdressing, who encouraged me to get Operation Santa onto
Facebook. At the time I really didn’t like Facebook, but I could see I would have to
try it. It worked really well and helped me to see that Facebook would help us to
reach a completely different range of supporters. From there, I created a
Volunteer Centre Facebook page aiming to engage with a completely different
range of volunteers from those who were engaging with the Volunteer Centre
through Twitter and Volunteering Counts blog. We now post a regular opportunity
of the day on Facebook, they get lots of likes and shares.

"In December we started Wise Up Wednesdays, weekly blog posts informing and
connecting the people who manage volunteers and giving them the tools to
enable them to give their volunteers the best possible experience. This has proved
very popular, it boosted visits to our blog and the posts are shared widely.

"I like connecting people and sharing information. I like the cross-pollination. It’s
more about connecting and informing people than looking to get any specific
outcome. I’ve made contacts all over the world who support volunteers."

Connecting, sharing
and learning online

58,457 website hits
dudleycvs.org.uk

healthwatchdudley.co.uk
bhillcivic.co.uk

Sharing our knowledge &
learning through blogs
31,264 views
18,649 visits

Connecting & sharing on
Twitter

228 conversations
dudleycvsblog.com 

volunteeringcounts.org.uk
colabdudley.net

digitaldudley.wordpress.com

Now, Dudley Volunteer Centre shares a good mixture of content...

...on the
Volunteer

Centre blog...

... which is linked
with Twitter &

Facebook
3,254 conversations
3,794 retweets
3,544 likes

@dudleycvs | @dudleyvols |
@hwdudley | @bhillcivic |

@colabdudley | @east_coseley |
@openhubwrenna

Eileen uses her own LinkedIn profile
to build connections with local
businesses that want to support 

good causes in Dudley, successfully
encouraging staff from two local
businesses to take on community projects



"I LOVED this campaign, total focus
and commitment from everyone
involved, excellent partnership working.
I would do this again in a flash."
Participant in CSE Awareness Week

"Dudley CVS provided informative options of the volunteer
opportunities available to the general public and businesses.  It
gave us the direction to understand the opportunities to help in
the local area. Thank you for all your support!"
Jenny Tipper, Civica UK Ltd

"I think that the skills and information I have
developed throughout both the NHS Youth
Forum and Youth Health Researchers will really
help me in the future. Whether I want to go into
the healthcare industry or I want to be a brain
surgeon, the skills such as commitment,
communication and confidence will stay with
me for the rest of my life and will have a huge
positive impact on my future."
Dudley Youth Health Researchers participant

"Healthwatch Dudley has become a valuable part of the health and
social care systems in Dudley, providing an independent perspective. At the
Dudley Group NHS Foundation Trust we work closely with Healthwatch Dudley through
their review process to ensure we make the most of feedback from our patient’s
experience."         Paula Clark, Chief Exec, Dudley Group NHS Foundation Trust   

"Healthwatch Dudley is an asset to
the borough and a valued partner."
Matt Bowsher, Chief Officer, Adult
Social Care, Dudley Council 

In their words

    "Dudley CVS is a dynamic, vibrant organisation which      
       has been instrumental in helping the Council transform  
         its approach and way of working with partners. Its        
           contribution is first class, helping us to think                
             differently about how we meet the needs of the      
            Dudley population."
         Tony Oakman, Strategic Director, People Directorate,  
        Dudley Council


